
To
All Addl. Central PF Commissioner (HQ),
All Addl. Central PF Commissioner (Zones),
All Regional PF Commissioner/Officer-in-Charge of Regional Offices.

Sub: Self-nomination by Officers and staff for discussion on next phase of Computerization project-reg.

Madam/Sir,

The second phase of Computerization starting with preparation of SRS for complete integrated software contract has been initiated and the work is about to commence.

2. EPFO is going ahead with this project with objective of paperless office and providing services in minimum turnaround time.

3. Earlier, suggestions were invited from the Field Offices and all the suggestions received have been compiled. They will be considered by the Core Committee during the discussions for finalizing the processed for approval by the Project Steering Committee.

4. To further discuss on the various processes with the field office users, a facility has been developed in the HR Software where any officer or staff can self-nominate himself/herself for discussions on their suggestions on new processes. One person can select one or more topics listed for nominating self, and the same may kindly be publicized in each of your respective offices.

5. The decision taken to call such willing persons or to have a workshop near their place of posting will be communicated in due course.

6. The window for self-nomination will be open for three days from 12.04.2019 to 14.04.2019 and during this period the nominations can be revised also.

Yours faithfully,

[V. Ranganath]
Regional PF Commissioner-I (IS)